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Breaking through Boarders
by Tom Scaletta, MD FAAEM
AAEM President

‘ED Boarding Load’ is defined as 
the number of admitted, observed 

or planned transfer patients divided by the number of 
ED rooms. The exact number of boarder hours – those 
after the decision to admit was made and before the 
patient leaves the ED – can more precisely be calculated 
and regularly reviewed with other benchmark data. 
Several abstracts from the 2007 SAEM Annual Meeting 
demonstrate the negative effects of excessive boarders. 
As well, “queuing science,” a branch of operations 
management, can help us understand the magnitude of 
the boarder problem. I would like to present a simple 
queuing model to demonstrate the effect of boarders in 
a highly efficient ED.

Consider a five-bed section of a large-volume ED that will 
receive a steady influx of patients at the constant rate of 
one every 20 minutes. Assume an exemplary average 
turnaround time (TAT) of one hour for discharged 
patients and three hours for admitted patients, as well 
as six-minutes to turnover a room. If the admission rate 
is 20%, then the overall TAT is 90 minutes. Starting with 
an empty ED, a 24-hour ‘state transition diagram’ (to 
use a queuing theory term) demonstrates the following 
activity. (see figure 1)

continued on page 9

Not unexpectedly, the waiting room gets progressively 
fuller, and we know that this means patient dissatisfaction, 
lost revenue (walkouts) and our staff is more apt to burn 
out.

A robust queuing model could incorporate staffing 
patterns as well as seasonal, time-of-day and day-of-
week influxes. It could be tailored to emulate your ED 
physical space, including the idiosyncrasies of certain 
examination spaces. Do we really need to hire a bunch of 
mathematicians, computer programmers and operations 

Figure 1

Given our assumptions, these five-beds could actually 
handle 26,000 patients a year … with no waiting! 
Surprisingly, beds are open 80% of the time allowing 
for immediate placement of ambulance arrivals. Now, 
with one change with the original assumptions – adding 
three hours of boarding to every admission – here is the 
revised diagram. (see figure 2)
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Breaking Through Boarders - continued from page 4

specialists to prove that boarders cause gridlock? Of 
course not. Simply ask any paramedic that has waited 
way too long to unload someone.

It is time to let the CEO and VP of nursing know that the 
inpatient team is letting down the ED and the community 
by not seeking creative ways to own all the admitted 
patients. One way to inspire inpatient directors is to 
transfer a proportionate share of the inpatient-staffing 
budget to the emergency nursing cost center for boarder 
care. It’s time to even the playing field.

Certainly, when there are more patients in the waiting 
room, emergency nurses should not be assessing the 
skin or nutrition habits in a pneumonia admission. 
Emergency physicians can resist medical staff requests to 
relay copious admission orders to the emergency nurse. 

Instead, we might say, “We have twenty patients waiting 
and would prefer an inpatient nurse to take and carry out 
non-emergent orders. And, if there is anyone you could 
discharge tonight, that would really be appreciated.” 
Though such confrontation is uncomfortable, if we stay 
focused on what is best for patients, we will demonstrate 
integrity.

Last year, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) published a 
study, “Hospital-Based Emergency Care: At the Breaking 
Point.” We remain at the verge of collapse and need to 
challenge this failed system. Ultimately, success will 
require support from influential agencies. If eliminating 
boarders was incorporated into the Centers for Medicare 
& Medicaid Services’ Pay for Performance initiative, and 
if the Joint Commission created a zero-tolerance standard, 
we would have a juicy carrot and menacing stick.


